
Skinning the Cat

Warlord’s Army

Jhanda-al-Haq

"Your faith in the will of God is weak indeed to be shaken by this conflict, my 

brother-in-arms.  We survived the Russians, though you were but a boy.  We thrived 

in the squabbles that followed, and even the Taliban could not not bow us.  Now the 

Americans and their serfs have slowly found their graves in our soil - as so many 

have before.  The tiny British force some miles away cannot even control one town, 

let alone reach us in our stronghold.  Under The Sandcat’s leadership, we are 

weathering this storm, and growing stronger even as the Westerners grow weaker.  

When they are gone, we will rise and become the great power in this region!  You 

see how The Sandcat has frightened them so that they do not dare to run their 

convoys through our territory!  Stand firm, my brother; in but a few years we shall 

be kings.  They have the watches, but we have the time, as the saying g... what was 

that?”



“Commander!  I have found Mustapha dead at his post!  There is shooting across 

the compound!  The men are saying our leader has been taken!  Commander... the 

special forces have come!”

“...but... to arms, my brothers!  Ready the vehicles, and have every man report to 

me!  Not one infidel shall escape!  We bring The Sandcat home, no matter the cost!”

Rescue The Sandcat

Each SBS operative killed

Mission:  Pursue the special forces, rescue The Sandcat, and make them pay for 

their intrusion!

Victory points:

•Warlord in your custody at game end:  10 points

•Each SBS operative killed:  3 points

•Each SBS operative captured: 8 points

•Each member killed:  -1 point

	 Brownie points:

	 Destroy aircraft. +5

	 Destroy heavy AFV or tank. +4

	 Destroy other regular vehicle. +2

	 Capture regular soldier. +3

	 Kill regular soldier. +1

	 Explode suicide bomb or vehicle-borne suicide bomb within 6" of target. +2

	 Intimidate house occupants. +1

	 Breaking up hostile demonstration. +1

	 Steal cattle (per cow). +1



Warlord’s Army Forces (Tier One - Regulars)

Attributes:

Initiative level:  D6

Confidence level:  Confident

Supply level:  Normal

Body armour:  None

Troop Quality\Morale:  D6\D10

	 1 x Jhanda-al-Haq with AK (D8\D12)

	 1 x Physician with AK (acts as Medic but uses Standard First Aid table)

 Warlord’s Band 1

	 5 x Riflemen with AK

	 1 x Gunner with RPK (Lt. AP:1\AT:0)

	 1 x Gunner with Stinger (Med. AP:2\AT:2(M) Air Defence Weapon)

 Warlord’s Band 2

	 4 x Riflemen with AK

	 1 x Gunner with RPK (Lt. AP:1\AT:0)

	 1 x Gunner with PKM (Med. AP:2\AT:0)

 Warlord’s Band 3

	 4 x Riflemen with AK

	 1 x Gunner with PKM (Med. AP:2\AT:0)

	 1 x Gunner with RPG (Med. AP:2\AT:1(M))

	 Sniper Team

	 1 x Sniper with SVD

	 1 x Spotter with AK

	 Vehicles

	 1 x Technical with DShK (AP:4\AT:1)

	 1 x Motorbike with RPK (Lt. AP:1\AT:0) and RPG (Med. AP:2\AT:1(M))

	 1 x Motorbike with AK



One unit of your choice arrives on the road at the table edge in the Reinforcements 

phase starting at turn 3 until all have been deployed.  Jhanda-al-Haq and the 

Physician may be attached to any foot-mobile unit of your choice.


